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KIDS NOWADAYS! Introducing the next generation to competition BBQ
By Jim McCoin, Big Daddy Q
A few months back I was talking to my nephew Mitch
and his girlfriend Medina about a BBQ contest at Wild Adventures Park in Valdosta, GA. They looked at the park
online and said they would love to go with me to the event...
As I thought about it I thought it would be great to get them
involved in the sport of BBQ… they said “yeah we will win
it!” I laughed of course knowing they had no idea of the competition they would be facing. So I told them “we would practice a little so they could feel a little of what it would be like”.

due on the kitchen table at 12 O'clock Sharpe. I showed them
lots of pictures and explained what each muscle in the picture
was compared to the muscles I showed them while trimming.
At this point they were on their own, I gave them two boxes
and told them GOOD LUCK!.... At 12:00 Medina text me
saying they were gonna be late, so I told her make it 12:30 but
that was it

I picked up two butts from the store and asked them to
come over Friday night after work and we would do a practice
run on pork. They had to bring the ingredients for the injection and the rubs. They showed up Friday with excitement in
their eyes and some Everglades Seasoning and vinegar, lard,
beef bouillon, apple fruit punch a bag of brown sugar and apple butter… They had no idea of what they were doing or any
idea of a flavor profile, they just thought apple sounded good.
After an hour or so of instructing them how to trim and what
muscles were what, they melted down about four cups of lard,
#1. Mitch … #2 Medina
mixed in apple butter and brown sugar then beef bouillon and
vinegar went in… They made the biggest mess you have ever
seen. We got the butts rubbed down and on the smoker by
12:30
10pm… Luckily for me Medina cleaned up real good… (I am
I was excited to see what they were bringing me, and
funny about a clean trailer)
I was excited to try this apple butter pork... They came wheeling in the front door right on time with some really excep5 AM
tional pork for first time cooks. The boxes were so much betI know its been a long time since Mitch has seen 5 AM,
ter looking than what I have seen at competitions from some
probably the last time we went duck hunting. I woke them up
teams. I gave Medina 8-8-8 and Mitch a 7-7-8, which Mitch
but Mitch is the only one that made it out to the RV… I
didn't really agree with so i sent pictures to my friends, Ben
showed him how to wrap (the butt), we added sugar and some
Purvis, Jarrod & Josh Carter, Tillman Nelson , Brian Colemore apple butter, set the alarms and went back in the house
man and Tim Maloy to judge on appearance alone and all
where Medina had coffee and biscuits N gravy ready for us…
agreed with me Medina had won on appearance hands down.
Over breakfast, I discussed with them the importance
Kids nowadays, continued Page 3
of being on time with their turn in boxes. Their boxes were
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It’s hotter than Big Bootie
Trudy on Payday Friday!

Each year a few individuals of the
Florida BBQ Association are recognized
for their significant contributions to the
Association and to the BBQ community.
The FBA Board of Directors is now accepting nominations for the
2019 Florida BBQ Association Hall of Fame Inductees.
The form, on page 3 will be sent out via email blast as well as in
the September and October Smoke Bits.
If you would like to nominate someone please fill the form
out to the best of your knowledge and mail it to the address listed
on the form. Optionally, you can scan the form and email it to the
email address listed. Please note; Military service is for biographical interest only and is not a criteria for Hall of Fame selection.
All HOF application forms must be received by October 15, 2018
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2018 Hall of Fame Nomination Form
Your name ____________________________________

FBA Member ____

Address ______________________________________________________________
City________________________ State __________ Zip ______ Phone _____________

Nominee Name:_________________________________________________________
First

Last

Address: _____________________________________________________________
City_______________________________ State_________________Zip__________
Phone ______________________________
Team
Judge

If Known, FBA Member since ________

If applicable, Team Name _____________________________________
Contest Rep

Other

Posthumous nomination

If known, Membership in other organizations and or military service
____________________________________________________________________
Reason for the nomination _________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
If you need more space, use the reverse of this form.
Mail to: Connie Washam, 2098 Glendale Blvd, Mims, FL 32754 Or Conniebbq@bellsouth.net

by 10/15/2018

Kids… continued from page 1

Friday Night
Here we are at Wild Adventures in the wave pool at
midnight, swimming laughing and a good time was being
had we hit the sack like Christmas Eve dreaming of the next
day to see these kids work their first pro BBQ comp...
Mitch was given instructions on how to handle the ribs, peeling skin and trimming fat, Medina was having issues figuring
the legs out and the wings even gave her more trouble because she had always thought drummies were little legs… it
was a lot of work. I never realized that even holding an injection needle could be complicated. Mitch could squeeze
the needle and he could move the needle but he could not
squeeze and move the needle at the same time! I got so irritated with him and then I look at Medina and she is doing the
same thing! I said push the needle in and then squeeze on the
way out… COULDN'T DO IT TO SAVE THEIR LIVES!!!
Saturday
We were in the
park before it opened,
come to think of it we
were in the park while
they were closed... We
had the best time ever,
the water slides are
great and they have one
ride where you slosh
back and forth and
back and forth like
your in a toilet bowl! I
cussed so much on that
ride, I was scared to
death… The kids were
laughing because I hardly
ever cuss and I never
cuss in front of them.
We did the early
‘people choice’, and saw
all kinds of animals. I
saw Raymond Poore (he
is a really good fella ya
know) and went to dinner
with the Carter’s and
Pendray’s.

Mitch and Medina working the early
Peoples Choice event

My Experience
While driving home Sunday night I got a text from
my nephew thanking me for taking him to my BBQ contest.
He said he had no idea why I did them, but now he does. He
said that Jarrod and Josh Carter are some of the nicest people
he had ever met. He said Tim Maloy remembered his name
from when he saw him in the Keys, Raymond Poore and his
wife were great, Medina
had ordered cups from
Jim Elser and she got to
meet him face to face…
they both liked John Pendray… (you cant help
but to like this guy.)
They are 22 and 18 years
old and now want to be a
part of the BBQ world
just like Uncle Jimmy...
all because of the great
people and friendships of
the FBA.... oh yeah Medina has a Belly Up TShirt that she has wears
Jim McCoin sporting his custom
everywhere!
made Big Daddy Q T-shirt.
Jim McCoin Photographer
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More Good Times at The Wild Adventures in Valdosta, GA
Welcome to Wild Adventures Professional BBQ Contest
in Valdosta, GA. To say it was hot, is an understatement, but from past tales being told, the 2018 event was
cooler than previous years. However that being said,
we’re at an amusement park with water slides. How
cool is that?!?
Many thanks to the organizers, Jon Vigue and
Nick Millar and their crew of workers.
There were 18 professional teams who braved
the heat during set up on Friday, the People’s choice on
Saturday and the actual contest in Sunday. Some
teams brought their families who enjoyed the amusement park and cooled off in the Wild Adventures water
park.

The afternoon People’s Choice was very busy.
All samples were delicious.

Judges are seated and eagerly await some yummy
Florida/Georgia BBQ.

Did I mention that it was hot and humid? But,
out of nowhere there came quite a rain storm for a few
moments relief.

Continued page 6 & 7
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Hi jinks during turn-in at the Wild Adventures BBQ Competition...
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This contest really is held at an amusement park, just
see Lou Goldman taking in the view from the judging
area. All who come to compete here agree and say it
was Hot Hot HOT, but only the teams that played
have the shared memory of how they coped. How
about a T-shirt that says, “We survived the Wild Adventures BBQ Contest in Valdosta 2018”

This contest is the FBA Georgia State Championship
and that means double points for each member team
that plays. However, if we help organizer, Jon Vigue,
Wild Adventures BBQ Contest grow to 25 teams, it
will become a Jack
Daniel’s Invitational
qualifier.

David Frosch and
Dennis Schmitz
celebrate with Tom
Pippin, the winner
of the judges half of
the 50/50 raffle.

You can find all the
Wild Adventures BBQ
contest results on our
FBA website.

R.C. Bucks
Grillin’ Team
took home the 2nd
half.

Organizer, Nick Millar
and Lead Rep Dennis
Schmitz

The first awards
given were for the

Congratulations to Pig Chick-A-Cow Cow for the
Grand Champion and Sweet Smoke Q for Reserve
Grand.

People’s Choice First shift was won by Pendray’s
BBQ and Flying Pigs BBQ won 2nd shift peoples
choice.
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Who ever said ’ you can’t go home’ was sort of right
By Jeffrey Stone, Grandpa’s Pride BBQ
So my family and I decided to go to the Great Smokey
Mountains for a family week-long vacation. It was that or I
was pretty sure I was going to make the 6:00 news and not
in a good way. Nice huh? I told my lovely wife that I
wanted to stop at a particular BBQ restaurant along the way.
This place was special to me as it was the first place I recall
having BBQ, and to make it even better, it was with my
grandfather. Just the two of us men. Granted I was probably
7, but still.....

covered in a thin film of smoke which included the fake
panel wall covering and the carpet that would make any
60's, acid-dropping hippy long for the days of lost time and
overplayed electric keyboards.

The place was hopping. As there were only 6 tables in the
whole place, every table was full and the to-go service was
nonstop. The servings were huge and not expensive at all.
Camp stew, chopped BBQ pork sandwiches, French fries,
and fried okra rounded out the meal. To make it even more
So my wife and I make it a point to time our trip so we got special, my diet Coke had 1/2 of a smashed roach, German
to this little place at around 11:30 which we did. The moCockroach I bement I walked in, I was taken back to the time I was 7. The lieve, stuck to the
side. I called it
character......Sherri
called it disgusting. You say tomato and I say
tomaaaato.
With eager anticipation, I awaited
our edible trip
down memory
lane. Then it happened, the food
arrived, and I dug
in with the excitement of a school
kid with a new
Trapper Keeper and Toughskin Jeans. I expected to hear a
"BOOOOM", but all I got was a "Pfffft". Something was
wrong. It didn't taste like I remember it tasting while at the
same time it tasted exactly like I remembered it. Looking
out the dirty window complete with dust and dead bugs, I
thought how funny it was to me how time taints our experience and memories. We remember things how we want to
remember them and not necessarily as things were. I orsmell was incredible and the decor was just as it was 41
dered what we used to get when I was with my grandfather,
years ago, with the addition of newer Alabama Football
but somehow and without him with me, it didn't taste as
Championship regalia (Roll Tide Roll...). The place is a mogood as I expected. However, I managed to plow through
bile home with an addition built on for the pit, and time has
the lunch just fine because I'm a professional on a mission.
taken a heavy toll on the place as evidenced by the 13.3 degree angle my chair sat at due to the floor base rotting away.
I felt like a rocket waiting for the go code. Everything was
Memories, continued Page 10
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The Magic of “Smoke in the Hollow”
The Jack Daniel’s World Championship Invitational BBQ

bung /buNG/
noun
1. Stopper for closing a hole in a container
Verb
1. close with a stopper ‘The casks (Jack Daniels
Whiskey) were bunged before delivery’

very ill and in the hospital for 6 months. 3 weeks after
he was released from the hospital, too weak and still
recovering, he went but was unable to cook. Jim Burg
responded “Looking forward to this year (2018)
for hopefully some redemption!!!”

Once again the Florida BBQ Association will
have serious representation at the 30th annual Jack
Daniels World Championship Invitational BBQ contest
October 27, 2018, at Wiseman Park, in Lynchburg, TN.
Three FBA member teams have had a “Bung” pulled.
Although the payout is meager and there are few
amenities, no one is complaining. After all, it’s “the
Jack”, an opportunity to compete with the best of the
best in BBQ.

Killer B’s BBQ 2015 1st place Cooks Choice

With that being said, Rob (Rub) Bagby,
Swamp Boys will represent the state of Florida. new
Swamp Boys bung was drawn in 2009, 2013
FBA member, Jim Burg, Killer B’s BBQ bung was
and again in 2017. He didn’t realize he had been chopulled for Georgia. Jim Elser, Sweet Smoke Q, was sen in the 2018 Florida draw until FBA President, Ben
pulled for South Carolina.
Purvis and many others, sent him notes of congratulations. As for skipping the opportunity to compete at
Your humble correspondent sent out a little
questionnaire to each pit-master First I asked if they the JDI, Rub was adamant, “No way! You get
had been to the Jack Daniels invitational before and if drawn, you figure a way to go.” Wow, back to
back... Swamp Boys will definitely be going this
yes, how many times. I also asked if they had ever
fourth time. (which reiterates why Jim Burg still went
been drawn and chose not to go and why.
in 2015, knowing he would be unable to play)
With the 2018 draw, Swamp Boys and Killer
B’s BBQ will be competing for the 4th time. This is
the 2nd draw for Sweet Smoke Q. Jim Elser got a
message from Lee Thompson that he had been drawn
for South Carolina. “I was very excited because I
have not been ‘drawn’ before, the first and
only time I got to go to the Jack was when in
2016 I won 7 plus contests for the automatic
draw/invitation, so it was a good feeling to
get to go back”.
Jim Burg, Killer B’s BBQ is a Georgia team
and competed in ’The Jack’ for the first time in 2013
while there he took a 9th over all and won the Dessert
and Cooks Choice awards. He was drawn again in
2015, by special invitation (6 Grands) but he had been

Swamp Boys, 2009 1st place Pork. In 2017 he
tied for 1st place pork but lost the tie breaker.
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The Jack, Continued page 5

The Jack continued from page 5

Memories, continued from page 4

Whether one knows it or not, the payout at the Jack
Daniels Invitational is low by comparison and the
amenities (water, power) are virtually nonexistent.
Will that be a hardship?
All competitors were unfazed.

As we sat there taking bets on how long before I
fell through the structurally questionable floor,
Sherri and I discussed how time changes our memory of things. Of course we were yelling this over
the window A/C units that kept the place nice and
cool. Meal and trip down memory lane over, we got
up and paid the bill which was around $20.00 for
two large BBQ pork sandwiches, french fries, fried
okra, and bowl of camp stew with two drinks. Not
bad at all.

Jim Berg replied, “It’s not all glamorous unless
you take in all the nostalgia of being there
and experiencing all it has to offer.”
Rub Bagby agrees, (inconvenient?) “Not at all.
The payout is more than financial, it's also acknowledgement and respect from your peers.
As for amenities, I always bring my own generator. I've yet to have to use it though.
Other than some challenging mud when it
rains, it's all good. The vibe and hospitality
that weekend is legendary.”

Next time you think you are going to relive a favorite childhood memory just make sure what you
are seeking is actually there and not just a larger
part of something else. BBQ meal… $20.00, diet
Coke with half of smashed German cockroach....$1.50, remembering what is really important in a memory and being the people with whom
you make the memory....priceless.

Sweet Smoke Q wins the Cooks Choice at the
2016 Jack Daniel’s Invitational

So if you are ever rolling up 231 North and see a
BBQ place that looks like 1/2 of a mobile home,
stop in, have a coke with a roach and a BBQ pork
sandwich. Tell the nice ladies hello and avoid the
far left table closest to the wall if
you weigh more than 45 lbs.

Jim Elser reiterates, “we don’t look or care about
the payouts because it, (the Jack) is on every
team’s BBQ Bucket List. Yes, bigger payouts
are great but I think getting selected and competing with grand champions from around
the world is somewhat priceless.”

Y’all take care, and Riley says
Hello and stay cool.

We wish them all good Smokin’ Luck and look forward
to the stories they will have to share upon their return.

Jeffery Stone, Grandpa’s Pride
BBQ
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Top 10 Things To Do While At The Jack Daniels Invitational
whisky purchases. Funny, Lynchburg is in a dry county
Hobo and I went to the
in 2016, when 7 FBA
member teams were drawn. The purpose of our attendance was to visit and interview all FBA member teams
competing. Chix, Swine & Bovine BBQ, Jack’s
Old South, Ranch House Kitchen, Sweet Smoke
Q, Team Unknown, and The Pit Crew (GA).
Upon arrival, we met Angela Iversen and had lunch at
(1) Miss Mary Bobo’s Restaurant. Our table server,
brought the meal and gave us a brief history of the Jack
Daniel’s Distillery. We attended Invite only, (2) Byron
Chisolm’s Butt Rub party. (got a nasty bolt in our tire
on our way out) Along with tourists and towns people
we watched the International (3) Parade of Teams with
Sonny’s Barbara Latimer. There were teams from every
US state and Canada, Germany, Belgium , the UK, Aus-

2016, Team Unknown, heading up the International
Parade of teams. Boy, do we miss these guys

Many thanks to FBA New Mexico contest organizer, and
friend, Mark Bateman, Putz Butts BBQ, who gave us his
all access passes, that allowed us to (5) board one of
the many buses that took everyone up to the Friday
night Party on BBQ Hill. There, (6) we put our ‘regrets’
in the iron pig for burning and a fresh start to the new
year. (7) We also had inside seating for the awards
ceremony and that was a huge deal. More on that to
come.
To watch the turn-in, our chairs were parked on the
grass beside the road through the park. There we ran
into Ken & Sue Fluker and Nick Wunder who sat and
visited a bit.
Talk about exciting. The road through the park, where
all the teams were set up, was very crowded with shoppers and onlookers, so the way needed to be cleared by a
‘front man’ banging a pot, ringing a bell or any other
kind of noise maker to get the attention of the public to
make way for their team, carrying the most precious
BBQ submission, headed to the turn in table. The atmosphere was electric. Although everyone was happy to
be there, as we all know, turn-in is serious business in
any contest.
(8) There were so many diverse activities, lots of sets
for photos, plus team visits, but of course it was the
awards ceremony that everyone was waiting for. What
an amazing Master of Ceremonies. He’d been doing it a
while and knew a little something fun about every team
who was called to the stage. FBA was well represented
at the stage. Needless to say the tension was high so
when there was a pause for ‘the walk’ and photos, loud,
fun music helped fill the quiet.
As for the judges, most had judged the Jack previously,
many were celebrities and ALL were invited.
Bring some cash, (9) there are tons of shops from which
to get those needful souvenirs.

The crazy boys of Team Braai-B-Que South Africa

tralia and South Africa.

If the Jack Daniel’s Invitational BBQ Contest is on your
bucket list, 2018 would be a good year to go. (10) Remember to take a jacket and a chair, ...it’s cold up there
in October and minimal seating for visitors.
Your humble correspondent. CW

Afterwards, we (4) toured the Jack Daniel’s Distillery, tasted all flavors of JD whisky and made our
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All Things BBQ
By Dana “Big Papa” Hillis, Big Papa’s Country Kitchen
We just took a trip to Galax Virginia to cook an MBN
contest with Bubba Grills and had an absolute blast.
We took 4th in whole hawg, 5th in shoulder, can’t remember ribs, and a first place perfect score in anything
butt. Lonnie and I have cooked anything butt twice and
got perfect scores both times. When it comes to cooking something good to eat we are perfect!

alligator farm. Janet rode to the farm with the alligator
man while I backed up 3 miles to get turned around.
Sure was glad when she made it back!
We are going to hang out in Pigeon Forge for three or 4
days and take a train ride and tour some wineries and
distilleries and eat at the Apple Barn and Paula Dean’s
and just enjoy life for a few days.

I cooked some briskets to send to South Dakota and I
just wish I could cook a competition brisket that good!

We will hit Valdosta, Georgia and compete in an awesome little contest on the way home. That contest is
We are cooking a steak competition in Jacksonville this hot but it is at a water park so you can cool down.
weekend and it looks like David Haskett has a record
I went into a Publix in Naples and saw Swamp Boys
setting amount of teams signed up. We are at Flamingo
BBQ on the shelf! Good luck Rub!
Lakes RV park and it is an awesome place to hang out.
There is an “anything on a stick” competition and I am I heard Audrey Campbell is going to be a mom! That
will be a well loved spoiled little BBQ baby and you
as excited about cooking that more than anything we
have done in a while. We will post pictures and recipes know that will be one pretty little baby. I and the rest of
the BBQ world can’t wait to see the arrival of our new
later!
family member. Dana Damon Forrest Bubba Danny
We are on summer vacation and are hanging out in
Campbell is going to be a BBQ superstar!
Jacksonville on our way to Tennessee and I can’t wait to
cross the Tennessee river and smell that mountain air! We have a busy fall coming up and you can find our loLife is the way it is supposed to be on Andy Hillis road! cations for markets, events and classes on our website –
“bigpapascountrykitchen.com”
The fourth annual Hillis Mayfield dinner on the ground
I got play by play action when my son cooked some
family reunion is next weekend and we are going to
pork butts on his Davy Crockett Green Mountain grill. I
feed a big crowd! My good friends Wendy and Rich
did not get a sample but the pictures looked fantastic.
Eames are joining us this year and I think my good
His wife is enjoying the fact he is becoming quite the
friend Jack Daniel will be there. Not to be confused
with Tennessee whiskey, Jack is part of the Nice Racks pitmaster.
BBQ team!
John Sweeney keeps sending me pictures of all the cool
We have created a new BBQ sauce called Harrison and
Ferry Mountain moonshine BBQ Sauce. We grew up
looking at Harrison and Ferry mountain and camping
under the old bridge and I think this sauce is going to
be a hit on Andy Hillis road.

recipes he has been working on. He is supposed to be
working at the Woodpile restaurant but from all the
pictures he has been sending of his home cooking he is
not away from home much. He made some boudin sausage and boudin balls that looked delicious.

On our road trip north we had to stop and pick up some
gator meat. This was one of Janet’s connections and it
ended up being way off the beaten path and was quite
an adventure just getting there. We were pulling our
trailer with our dually and we came up to a 9 foot wide
one lane bridge that was made of wood and all I could
picture was a crane having to pick my trailer out of the
bottom of the creek while spending my vacation on the

Its summertime but Fall is approaching fast. Contests
will be picking up and hopefully the weather will be
cooling off.
See everyone at a contest soon. Fire
up them grills and feed people some
BBQ. It makes them happy!
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On the SCA Front...

FBAs
Finest

8/25/2018 at the
KCBS sanctioned
Pigs & Peaches
BBQ Festival in
Kennesaw, GA,
FBA’s Tina Cannon, The Pit
Crew, took 1st place pork, with a perfect score and
a 7th over all.

8/4/2018, at the Summer Splash 2018 held at the
Flamingo Lakes Resort in Jacksonville, FL
Brian Coleman, Belly UP BBQ took 1st place and
earned a Golden ticket to compete at the World Championship Steak Cook-off in Fort Worth, TX .
Other FBA members who placed in the top 10;
3rd, Dana Hillis, Big Papa’s Country Kitchen
4th, Lauren Ragland, Smoke Tales BBQ
Ancillary; Anything on a stick
3rd place, Janet Hills

8/18/2018 in Hilliard, FL. Car-B-Que
FBA member team top 10 steak results.
4th place, Jerry Buchan; Raging Smoke BBQ
6th place, Darryl Strickland; Lang Smokers
7th place, Mike King, Triple Cross BBQ

Kenny Nadeau, Uncle Kenny’s BBQ, along with
his uncle, competed in the KCBS sanctioned Great
American BBQ Festival in Franklin, TN and came
away with a Perfect Score in Ribs, 2nd Brisket for
a 7th over all

Ancillary, Wings
5th place, Mike King, Triple Cross BBQ
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Dixie’s Pecan Pie Cobbler
Toughest Team Scramble
Answers

Ingredients











1 box refrigerated pie crust

Hot Wachulas

2 and 1/2 cups light corn syrup

Tire/wheel ID

Boogalou Smoke Crew

2 and 1/2 cups packed brown sugar
1/2 cup melted butter

No Name BBQ

4 tsp. vanilla

7

Rub Bagby,
Swamp Boys

6

Jim Elser
Sweet Smoke Q

1

David Frosch
Crooked Lake
Smoke House

Willie Boys

6 eggs, lightly beaten

Palm Beach Porkers

2 cups chopped pecans

Two Crackers Cooking

cooking spray

Megabyte BBQ

2 cups pecan halves
Whipped Cream or Vanilla Ice Cream for topping,
(optional but highly recommended)

Forget Me Not
Gitchewsum
The Hungry Floridian

Instructions
1. Bring Smoker Temp up to 425º F. Lightly
grease a 13" x 9" baking pan. Remove one pie
crust from package and roll out to fit the baking
dish. Trim edges.
2. In a large bowl, combine corn syrup, brown
sugar, butter, vanilla and eggs. Whisk until well
combined. Stir in chopped pecans.
3. Spoon half of filling into crust.
4. Remove the second crust from the package,
and roll out to fit baking dish. Place the crust on
top of the filling. Lightly spray with cooking spray.
5. Bake 14-16 minutes or until browned. Remove
from Smoker.
6. Reduce temp. to 350º and carefully spoon
remaining pecan filling over crust. Arrange the
pecan halves over the top and bake 30 minutes or
until the center is *set. Let cool for 15-20 minutes.
7. Serve with vanilla ice cream.

Crooked Lake Smokehouse

Dennis Morris,

4 Weekend Warriors
5

Mike Jones,
Pit Pass BBQ

2

Jim Elser, again
Sweet Smoke Q

8

Mike Espy,
Disco Pigs

Ranch House Kitchen
Fantasy Q
Winks Barbecue
The Pit Crew
Cooks Portable Smokehouse
Jokin’ and Smokin’

3 Gary Washam, FBA
Rep

Krazy Train
Backyard Bros
Double Barrel Smokers

No guesses received

Lang Smokers
Hold Your Horses
Big Daddy Q
Kick Yo Butt

SCRAMBLE Instructions: Every teams
listed is an FBA Competition teams. The ‘_;
underscore’ means there is a space or more,
somewhere in the team name.
All submissions will be put in a hat and one
drawn for a $25.00 for a restaurant of your
choice. Send your guesses to:
conniebbq@bellsouth.net
There were no attempts

*Note: If the cobbler has not set in the middle at the end of the recommended cooking
time, cook it a little longer until it is set. Let
cool a bit before serving.
Thanks, FBA CMJ, Clifford Burke for posting this recipe on Face Book
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Welcome to the Florida BBQ Assoc.
New FBA Members:
Individual
Stephen Higgs
Cooter’s Country Catering
Richard Ryan, Naples, FL
All Flocked Up BBQ
Shawn Poland, Okeechobee, FL
Jeff Mosher, Fort Myers, FL

Family:
Chris & Kim Ward, Sanford, FL
Big Pig Q
The Florida BBQ Association has a new BBQ
judge in Heaven, Dan Buchanan. Dan was a LIFE
member of the FBA and one of our Master Judges.
Dan was very passionate about BBQ and helped
many teams and new judges learn the ropes.
When I first met Dan, I thought he was a grizzly
bear (What a voice). I soon learned he was a teddy
bear at heart. Dan was always willing to do anything I needed when I was repping a contest and I
looked forward to our
talks at each and every
contest.
One of my fondest
memories of Dan is
when he was my ‘Knight
in Shining Armor’ when
I was taking over the
Fun Cook. I needed a meal that would wow the
crowd but had a very limited budget. Dan heard
about my issue and quickly stepped up to put on the
best low country boil I have ever had! He just kept
telling me not to worry that he had it handled. I consider Dan a member of my family and I will miss
him!
I am sure many of us have a story about Dan that
we remember with fondness. Tell a friend the story
and keep Dan in our memories and hearts.
Rest in peace, Dan,
Wendy Wolfe

Smoke Bits, 2017, Contributors:
Angela Iversen, CW, James Frazee, Tim Geibeig, Ben
Purvis, Dana Hillis (9), Jeff Stone (8), Tina Cannon, Bob
Parker, Lorne Brumm, Brad Fries, Allen Pomerleau, Bob
Youngblood, Kenny Shiflett, Janet Hillis, Tasha Forde,
Amanda Podlucky, Shelby Loman, Doug Francis, Chris
Gentry, Lani Goldstein, Gayle Dimaggio, David Haskett
(5), Jim McCoin, Rub Bagby (2), Jim Elser (2), Jerry Addison, Ginny Davis, Jim Burg, Katie Buchanan, Wendy
Wolfe, Jim McCoin

Many thanks for your contributions of photographs, recipes, funnies, good catches and articles in 2017. looking
forward to your help again in 2018
conniebbq@bellsouth.net
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September
Sun

Sunday

Mon

Tue

Tuesday

Wed

Thursday

Thu

Fri

Friday

August 31

Saturday

Sat

1

P
Big Belly BBQ Battle

Davenport, FL

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10 National

11

12

13

14

15

19

20

21

22

International
Bacon Day

9

Cheeseburger
Day

16

17

9-11, Never Forget

18

P, Smokin’ in the Pines BBQ
Fest - Perry, FL - Forest
Capital Museum state park
Judges Seminar

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

P
Florida Sports Fest
Orlando Festival Park
Orlando, FL

30

